
Coco and the Magical Crystal Cave.  

By Violet 

In an emerald glittering green field, the birds were tweeting and there was a 

small brown fluffy bunny named Coco. The green grass was swaying around 

her furry paws. The fresh air was swirling around the sky. The colourful 

rainbow was stretching across to the bright shining sun. As the ruby red 

poppies started to bloom, Coco went into a dark cave and she saw a fox, the 

fox wanted to eat Coco. Coco tried to get out but the cave stones had blocked 

the door. Coco felt like she was going to die and felt really scared so she 

decided to be a brave bunny.  

Coco ran out of one not blocked bit and the door nearly got blocked and Coco 

got out just in time and the fox was stuck in the cave. Coco soon got extremely 

rich because the bunny villegers gave her shiny gold money because they were 

very happy that she got rid of very dangeros Sharon the fox. She had got 

ribbons neatly tied around her ears with a huge puffy rose gold ball gown plus 

she had gracefull black mascara on her long pretty eyelashes with her cute kind 

smile. But what she longed for the most was a pair of glimmering crystal 

earrings.  

One day she woak up from her pink metalic four poster bed and decieded to 

set of on a journey to find the majestic magical crystal cave. She picked up her 

big circle shaped flower bag and highly hopped out of the door. Coco was now 

in a meadow of standing out daisies, daffodils and ruby red poppies. She heard 

a rustling noise coming from juicy green bushes. “Who is there!” Coco cried 

and scaredly hopped backwards and out from behind the emerald green 

bushes came an amethest coloured bunny named Violet. Her silky fur blew in 

the gentle breeze. “Who are you”, asked Coco. “I am Violet” replied the bunny. 



“How did you get here?” wondered curious Coco. “I’m just picking poppies.” 

“Well, why don’t you join me?” answered Coco. “I’m on a journey to find the 

magical crystal cave, to find a pair of majestic crystal earrings.” Violet thought 

about it for a second before she replied, “I would adore a pair of ruby 

earrings.” So the two of them set off in hope to find the extrordenery amazing 

crystal cave! Then they found one single violet flower in the whole meadow. 

Coco smiled.  

Later on in the day, Violet and Coco came across a ocean blue, glimmering and 

flowing waterfall that had clear white bubbly foam floating around at the 

bottom of the flowing waterfall, and the bright shining sun reflected on the 

glimmering waterfall. With green lily pads and lily flowers sprouting. “Ahh! 

Finally we found the magical crystal cave!” yelled Coco. In front of her there 

was a beautiful rocky cave, it was the magical crystal cave! From inside of the 

cave out hopped a gleaming yellow bunny named Amber. Her gentle paws 

reached up to stroke her soft velvety fur. “What’s your name”, asked Violet. 

“Amber”, replied Amber. Violet gasped “huuh, your my long lost sister. You ran 

away when I was only two.” Amber and Violet, the sisters, gave a great big hug 

to each other.  

Coco asked “is this the crystal cave?” “Oh, oh yes, it is. I’m pleased you asked”. 

They all stepped down the crystal steps and went inside. There were clear 

dimonds, pink crystals, emeralds and amethests that sparkled in the 

shimmering moonlight, and red rubies. When they were back at toadstool 

bunny village, Coco was so pleased and egsausted from the adventure. Amber 

and Violet were so happy to be together. The end.  
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